
Submission One
For both profiles:

Use YJU 270 degree radial in fix page to mark Kim Jong Un's North Korean boundary for the entire session. Use 
temp corrections for altitudes on the approaches. It confused me, but that's not hard to do. Review the latest NTC's, 
Ops A, etc to figure out the corrections. Remember to add 50' to MDAs and then apply temp corrections to that. If in 
the -8 sim, remember it's the gift that just keeps on giving. It does strange things, it breaks, don't trust it.

Profile A with a Line Captain:

Depart RKSI 33L, low speed (40 kt) abort due to engine 4 severe damage. Reposition 33L BOPTA 1L. V1 engine 4 
severe damage. Followed by ELEC DRIVE 4 EICAS around level-off. Return to RKSI ILS 33R CAT3B, LOC failure 
around 1000', go-around to RONJI and hold. Note speed limit in M/A. RKSI closed, divert to RKS LOC 14R and land. 
Reposition to RKSI 33R 7 miles out for CAT3B ILS to landing.

Profile B with F/O:

RKSS 14L NOPIK 1R. V1 engine 1 severe damage. 2500' acceleration height required but the -8 sim tried to 
accelerate at 1000', had to intervene. ELEC DRIVE 1 EICAS around level-off. RKSI ILS 15L to M/A, hold at KESAN 
but picked off before entering, then RKSI LOC/DME 15L to landing. After landing, FIRE CGO FWD. Evacuate.
Do a run-up prior to each take-off, even though we did one before the RTO take-off, they want too see another one 
after repositioning for the next take-off. Also, since both profiles are told to hold as published (only A actually enters 
the hold) remember not to program the next approach prior to entry or you'll lose the hold.

Training:

About 120 miles south of RKSI, report of strong smell of fumes. The purpose of the exercise is to run the ECL with O2 
masks on. Hard to communicate. PM running checklist, PF trying to get into RKSI. Scenario will likely vary depending 
on the day. Bottom line: keep communication between the crew members flowing.

Submission Two

Ollllaaa , boys and gals,

Questions were pretty straight forward. The usual LVP, x-wind and cold weather questions. Also the usual, pre 1000'/ 
post 1000' questions about equipment failures and where you can find them and deterioration of weather, to continue 
or go around. 

But what was remarkable were the new questions on temperature calculations (the whole sim session is about that). 
So please take a look at them. They can be found in the ops A and in the first pages of the approach plates binders 
we take on board.

The Sim (FULL AUTOMATIC)

The skipper started off at the holding point rwy 33R in RKSI. Remember it's LVP and conditions are below the 
freezing point so:

1. Lights off
2. Engine anti-ice on
3. Remember to have the ILS 33R for x-reference upon line up.
4. Do NOT forget your engine runup, please.
5. Do NOT forget the YJU R270 in the fix pages. That is to avoid my homeboy Kim's schoolyard.

During the first roll we got an Engine failure at 80 kts. The drill can be found behind in the QRH (maneuvers section). 
Remember to call STOOOOPPPPPP. And the F/O remember to call the tower and say Cx xxx STOPPING. And first 
call for ANY failure SHALL be CONFIRM the Failure, nothing else. 



Lined up again and started a normal roll again for T/O. Just after V1 we got a number 4 engine failure. A loud BANG. 
Climbed and AGAIN at 400' the first call by PF SHALL be CONFIRM the failure and then the drill. It was severe 
damaged. There is an altitude restriction on the departure, but feel free to either do the toga drill or request to cancel 
the restriction.

Just as a reminder, the drills AFTER Flaps up have changed since December 2015. Please refer to QRH (ops info). 
After FLAPS UP, we call for CON thrust (no more v2+100). AFTER THAT, we call for the Engine out page and 
SELECT Engine out. Yes guys, THAT is the new sequence, don't forget. And after those the severe damage checklist 
plus after TO checklist.

Everything else goes pretty normal. You proceed to the ILS 33R in RKSI for an LVP approach. What we did was we 
corrected the altitude over JISUN and TOMAL for temperature. At the end we were informed that it was not necessary 
but it was fine since it kept us on the safe side of things. RA was still 0'. Close to 1000' we lost the LOC signal and 
went around. 

The call is "GO AROUND FLAPS 20", NOTHING, ABSOLUTELY NOTHING ELSE. Followed by the G/A drill. 

After that you climb and level off and proceed to RONJI for the hold. If you want to hold clean, please remember to 
request that. After that the airport is shut and we proceeded to GIMPO for the Loc rwy 14R. 

Please remember the Altitude corrections over DECOY and FONAD and the Loc only check point. Guys DO NOT 
FORGET the Approaching Glidepath call. The approach Can be flown in IAN on the -8. Landing will be a full stop. 

After that we did a LVP approach to a full stop. They do want you to choose an intersection and vacate the runway in 
low vis conditions at exactly that point as well. Approach was the ILS 33R in RKSI. 

After the break… it was the F/O’s turn. Departure off rwy 14L (NOPIK 1R). After V1 was an engine fail number 1. It 
was a severe damage after the check. You clean up and do all the drills. You CAN make all the alt restrictions without 
waving them, but if in doubt, TOGA or request to wave them. Then proceed to RKSI for a ILS 15LY. 

We did the corrections for temperature (at the end it was not necessary). At minima no airport in sight so went 
around. Went for holding to position KE$HA while preparing for the Loc 15L. Made all corrections for the altitudes 
below MSA and proceeded to DANAN for the approach. 

Approach was conducted in IAN for a full stop. In VNAV remember you still need to set the MCP to the MDA and after 
capture remember to set the missed approach altitude. You will land and after landing you'll get a FWD cargo hold 
fire. Different ways of handling it but the bottom line is to remember to TRY to suppress the fire and EVACUATING 
the aircraft safely.

After the full stop we did the extra training which was a Smoke Fumes training with a Smoke removal procedure while 
flying the aircraft as fast as possible to the nearest airport, RKSI. This is a normal training so no Vol8 needed.

So, the most important stuff for this particular sim:

* Procedural temperature altitude corrections
* Engine failure drills, found in the QRH Checklist Instructions (in the rear).
* YJH R270 for border crossing avoidance.
* RTO procedure.


